
Jungle Party Invitation Card
Instructions No. 2553
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

For the next children's birthday party, everything is themed "Jungle Party". Of course, this requires matching invitation cards
with jungle animals.

In this idea, we show you how you can make your own invitation cards for the birthday with little effort and materials.

Craft invitation cards

Cut small strips from the scrapbooking block. These should be as long as the
height of the card. Stick the strips on with craft glue. 

Stick the glitter stickers on the cards and paint on some accents with the
marker, such as a liana, some tufts of grass or a puddle of water. 

Finally, the card can be labelled with the important dates.

Another paper craft idea

We have another quick craft idea for the perfect jungle party. The bamboo skewers with cute animals are a great decoration for the party and decorate snacks
wonderfully.



Create small decorative skewers

For this, stick different stickers onto the kraft paper and cut out all the motifs close to the edge. 

The edges can be shaded as desired with a black pen or a black ink pad. 

Finally, glue the motifs to the tree bus skewers.

You can find more ideas for the perfect jungle birthday party here.

Article number Article name Qty
534512 Double cards with envelopes "Kraft paper", 18 x 13 cm, 50 pieces 1
18067 Glitter sticker "Animals" 1
17839 Scrapbook block "Savana Backgrounds" 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
543583-05 Ink PadsBlack 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/ideas-and-instructions/?q=jungle+party
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